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ADVENTURES
INUNDERSTANDING
( Notes of Eight Lectures)

by MANLY P. HALL

Life in this world is truly a wonderful adventure. W'e come here in search of wisdom, courage, faith
and understanding. Every day brings new lessons which invite us to release the spiritual potentials we have brought
with us out of the distant past.
Each individual lives to fulfill the destiny which he has earned for himself. If you take the right attitude,
you can never be disillusioned or discouraged. There are times when values are difficult to discern, but we can preserve the tranquility of our inner lives by a gracious cooperation with the workings of Divine Providence.
The present volume consists of the verbatim notes of eight lectures given by Mr. Hall at our headquarters
in recent years. They have been selected because of the popular demand of those who attended the original talks.
They have never been published before in book form, but were made available to a limited group of subscribers of
our Lecture Notes program.
It is our feeling that the lectures selected for this book will be especially useful at a time when all thoughtful persons are seeking a practical philosophy for living.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter I-The Ar-t of Living with People.
Th ere is no greater proof of mature understanding than the
ability to live graciously in the world as it is.
Chapter II- ls F11tilitya Feeling or a Fact?
It is impossible for the normal person to observe the vast
program of cosmic growth without coming to realize that
creation is fulfilling an archetype existing forever in the
Divine Mind.
Chapter III-Achievement without TensionLearning to move with the Universal Will.
To the degree that we release consciousness from doubts,
fears, and antagonisms, we relieve ourselves of destructive
tension.
Chapter IV - Mental and Emotional BlocksTheir causes and how they can be overcome.
We grow most rapidly and with least stress or strain when
we overcome prejudices and intolerances and seek good
in all that lives.

Chapter V - Simple Defenses Against the Impulse to
Become Irritated.
When we permit ill-feelings to arise in our natures, nurse
grudges, or become jealous or envious of others, living
loses most of its adventure.
Chapter VI - The Misfortunes of the Kindly SoulHow to be helpful without being hurt.
It is a privilege to serve others, but we have no right to expect that we will be appreciated.
Chapter VII - Mental ManagementPut inner resources to work to enrich character
and career.
When we organize our own temperaments most of the
conflicts which worry or frighten us will solve themselves
constructively.
Chapter VIII-Creating a Dynamic Purpose in Life .
Our mortal adventure has one primary purpose: that man
shall attain liberation from ignorance through the deepening and broadening of understanding.

Adventur-es in Under-standing by Manly P. Hall, is an attr-active volume of approximately 240 pages, bound m full cloth,
stamped in gilt, and provided with an attractive dust jacet. The price is 5.00, plus prevailing sales tax in California.
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P, r/?.S. Journal?

Our Quarterly Journal is a unique publication bringing you a variety of articles, which will help you to grow
and will inspire you to a more gracious and purposeful life. Each issue contains practical recommendations, which
will assist in protecting your vital resources and guard your mind and emotions from the dangers of destructive or
negative thinking.
There are many inspiring features also, including discussions of Eastern and Western philosophy, the deeper
meaning of arts and crafts, symbolism, travel, questions submitted by readers, editorials on vital questions and news
of activities at our Headquarters. The P.R.S. Journal is keyed to idealistic philosophy , East-West understanding,
and the enrichment of character through constructive thinking.
Each issue of the P.R.S. Journal is edited by Manly P. Hall and is devoted largely to his writings. It is an
attractive publication of eighty pages, printed on a good grade of stock, with numerous illustrations, many taken
from rare books and manuscripts in the Library of the Society. The Journal comes to your home four times a year,
and the annual subscription is $4.00. Foreign subscription $5.00. Leave your copies where friends will see them,
especially young people who need inspiration and guidance at this time.
Upon request we will be happy to send you an issue of the P.R.S. Journal with our compliments.

In Response To Numerous Requests
Friends frequently write asking us which of our publications we recommend for a person who has no previous contact with our literature or the concepts which we teach. The following essays by Manly P. Hall are especially
suitable for beginners:
Price
RIGHT THINKING-THE

ROYAL ROAD TO HEALTH

$ .75

TEN BASIC RULES FOR BETTER LIVING

.75

PSYCHO ANALYZ ING THE TW E.LVE ZODIACA L TYPES

.75

Mr. Hall's bound books can be recommended in the following order, but if it is known that a friend has a
special interest, the order can be changed to meet his needs:
FIRST PRINCIPLES OF PHILOSOPHY

$4.00

TWELVE WORLD TEACHERS

4.50

SELF-UNFOLDMENT BY DISCIPLINES OF REALIZATION

4.00

THE MYSTICAL CHR1,sr

4.50

In all of these publications the subject matter is presented in a simple and inspirational way. They are written for the purpose of introducing a thoughtful individual to a deeper understanding of his own life and the importance of his experiences in the mortal world.
All books and booklets are subject to prevailing sales tax in California.

THE SECRET TEACHINGS OF ALL AGES
by MAN'LY P. HALL

Orginally published under the title An Encyclopedic Outline of Masonic, Hermetic, Qabbalistic, and Rosicrucian Symbolical Philosophy , in 1928, this important textbook is now in its 15th Edition. Like all previous reprints,
the present edition is a reduced facsimile of the rare and almost unobtainable First Edition.

As the demand for this book not only continues, but has markedly increased in the last ten years, it has been
necessary to prepare an entirely new set of plates. These are slightly larger and considerably more readable than the
older plates, which have done faithful service ever since the issue of the Sixth Edition. All the illustrations are included, but they are printed in black and white. The Encyclopedic Index and extensive bibliography add greatly to
the practical value of the book.
Through special arrangements with the printer and binder, it has been possible to issue the 15th Edition without increasing the price of the volume. This in itself is a most unusual achievement.

The Contents IncludeThe Zodiac and Its Signs . . . . Pythagorean Mathematics . . . . The Hiramic Legend
Hermetic Pharmacology, Chemistry, and Therapeutics ....
The Hermetic Marriage
The Life and Writings of Thoth Hermes Trismegistus ... The Rites of Mithras
Fundamentals of Qabbalistic Cosmogony . . .. Analysis of the Tarot Cards
Atlantis and the Gods of Antiquity ... The Initiation of the Pyramid
Healing Methods of Paracelsus ....
Medicinal Properties of Herbs
The Fraternity of the Rose Cross ....
Adepts of the Rose Cross
The Secret Doctrine of Islam ...
Lost Libraries of Alexandria
Mystic Christianity . . . The Essenes ... The Arthurian Cycle
American Indian Symbolism and Sorcery . . Ceremonial Magic
Dionysiac Architects .. , . Knights of the Golden Stone
Freemasonic Symbolism ...
Enoch and the Royal Arches
Druidic Mysteries ... The Mysteries of Xibalba
Eleusinian, Orphic, and Bacchic Mysteries
Bacon, Shakespeare and the Rosicrucians
The Declaration of Independence

The book is printed on a substantial weight of plate paper, bound in full cloth, stamped in gold. The volume
is of folio size, approximately 9 x 13 inches.
The Secret Teachings of All Ages contains 245 pages, plus 52 full page plates, and hundreds of illustrations
in the text. If you have been wanting to secure a copy of this book, you can now have the first printing from the new
and improved plates. The price is $14.50, plus prevailing sales tax in California.
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RECENT MIMEOGRAPH

LECTURE NOTES

By MANLY P. HALL

Now Available
If you cannot attend Mr. Hall's lectures, or wish to study more carefully his instructions on various subjects,
we invite you to order notes of his recent lectures as listed below:
#119-February-ENLIGHTENMENT
#120-March-NURSE
#121-April-IN
#122-May-THE

AND THE COLLECTIVE LIBERATION-The

A GRIEVANCE AND REAP A TRAGEDY-Do

not Allow Grudges to Damage your life.

MY FATHER'S HOUSE ARE MANY MANSIONS-A
POWER OF RIGHT EXAMPLE-Is

# 123-June-CHANGE

New Concept of Freedom.

Mystical Interpretation of the Universe.

Each Man His Brother 's Teacher?

YOURSELF AND YOU CHANGE ALL-Happiness

#124-July-THE
SUBSTANCE BEHIND THE SHADOW-Psychology
Existence.

Comes from Inner Wisdom.

Looks for the True Cause of Personal

These Notes are available at $1.25 a copy, or $12.00 if ordered by the year. Six-months subscription $6.00
The lecture which receives the greatest number of requests is selected for publication in typescript form each month.

NEW EDITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
We have recently republished four booklets which have been out of print, and for which there is a continuous demand. If you have not secured copies of these publications, we invite you to take advantage of this announcement.

MAGIC, A TREATISE IN NATURAL
ing around us in nature.

OCCULTISM-A

clear exposition of the mysterious forces operat-

$ .75

UNSEEN FORCES-A discussion of Nature Spirits, thought forms, ghosts and specters and the relationship
of the invisible creation to evolving humanity.
.75
DEATH AND AFTER-A helpful text for thoughtful students· and a splendid writing to place in the hands
of a person grieving over the loss of a loved one.
.75
RIGHT THINKING, THE ROY AL ROAD TO HEALTH-Ao
development of positive mental and emotional attitudes.

outline of psychotherapy based upon the
.75

These booklets, all written by Manly P. Hall, are in pocket size format, printed in large type, with simple
but attractive art paper bindings. They are sent post-paid, but California residents should include prevailing sales tax.

